RecycleMania returns to RCC through April 6

GRANTS PASS — Rogue Community College students are again joining colleges and universities across the nation in the annual RecycleMania competition, which runs through April 6.

During the eight-week competition, schools compete in various categories to recycle the most and generate the least amount of waste. The Redwood Campus Environmental Sustainability Club is leading RCC’s efforts. A sustainability themed open mic and recycled fashion show also are planned to promote recycling.

“The competition helps to heighten awareness of schools’ waste and recycling programs, promotes the RCC core theme of modeling stewardship while addressing sustainability and environmental issues in a positive way,” said Missy Nystrom, RCC science instructor and Environmental Sustainability Club advisor.

More information is available by contacting Nystrom at 541-956-7082 or mnystrom@roguecc.edu. More information about RecycleMania is at www.facebook.com/rccsustainability or http://recyclemaniacs.org.
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